
HARTING PARISH COUNCIL 

You are summoned to attend a meeting of Harting Parish Council in the Main 

Hall of Harting Community Hall at Pease Croft, South Harting on Thursday            

20 June 2019 at 7.30pm  

The Press and Public are welcome to attend. 

AGENDA 

1. Apologies for absence 

2. Declarations of Interest 

3. Minutes – to approve the Minutes of Meeting of the Parish Council held on 16 May 2019 

and the extra-meeting held on 12 June 2019. 

4. Questions from the Public 

5. Matters of Urgent Public Importance – raised with consent of the Chairman. 

6. Reports from the County and District Councillor 

7. Co-option of councillor to represent the Nyewood ward (see supporting document for 

briefing note) 
The following recommendation is made: 

to consider the co-option and appointment of a new councillor to represent the Nyewood 

ward. 

8. Tree Update 
The following recommendations are made:  

i. To note the report  

ii. To note the urgency for action on ash dieback on public safety grounds  

iii. To agree that the Tree Working Group (TWG) approves the Woodland Management Plan 

on behalf of the Council, subject to necessary changes  

iv. To agree to the following ash dieback strategy:  

a. felling of all ash trees in the Warren and to the felling of those in South Gardens as 

recommended in the forthcoming tree hazard report  

b. felling wherever possible using a tree harvesting company with the cost being offset by the 

sale of the timber  

c. the work being done by the end of September if at all possible  

d. working with two neighbouring woodland owners provided that negotiations do not 

adversely affect the Council’s timetable  

v. To agree to the TWG taking forward the strategy and bringing quotes to the Council for 

consideration at the earliest opportunity  

9. Traffic Update (see supporting document for briefing note) 

The following recommendation is made:  
to note the report  

10. Vision and Business Working Group (VBWG) (see supporting document for briefing 

note) 

The following recommendation is made: 



that the Council agree that a Vision and Business Working Group (VBWG) should be 

formed with a brief to develop a possible vision and business plan for the Council, and to 

bring proposals to the Parish Council. 

11. Office 365 licence (see supporting document for briefing note) 

The following recommendation is made: 

To agree to the purchase of one extra Office 365 licence, at the cost of £72 per annum, to 

enable a non-councillor to have access to specific Working Group files. 

12. South Gardens Access Road 

The following recommendation is made: 

to note that the caution against first registration of the South Gardens access road has 

been completed. 

13. Annual governance statement 2018/19 (see supporting document for briefing note) 

The following recommendation is made: 

that the Council approves the Annual Governance Statement for 2018/19 

14. Accounting statements 2018/19 (see supporting document for briefing note) 

The following recommendation is made: 

that the Council approves the Accounting Statements for 2018/19 

15. Footpath Lights (see supporting document for briefing note) 

The following recommendation is made: 
That the Council agrees to pay up to the sum of £650 for professional advice in respect of a new 

lighting solution for the footpath leading from the Street to the School. 

16. Committee Membership 

The following recommendations are made: 

i. to appoint two further members to the Planning Committee 

ii. to appoint two further members to the Finance Committee 

17. Finance 

17.1. To approve expenditure for June 2019 

Trish Walker Clerk & RFO Salary - June  834.22  
HMRC  Tax and NI contributions  34.81  
Trish Walker Clerks expenses  176.71  
Surrey Hills Solicitors registration of caution for S Gardens access 

road 
 570.00  

Wallis White & Co Ltd Internal Audit  280.80  
SSALC Limited LCR Magazine subscription   17.00  
M H Kennedy & Son Ltd Grass Cutting  332.40  
SSALC Limited Councillor training 13/6/19  84.00  
Surrey Hills Solicitors Legal services re: land ownership  330.00  

 

17.2. To note income for June 2019 – None 

17.3. To note that the bank reconciliations for June 2019 have been scrutinised 

and signed by the Chairman of the Finance Committee and will be signed by 

the Chairman of the Council in accordance with the Financial Regulations 

17.4. To note the bank balance as of 31 May 2019 - £77,372.09 

17.5. To note the budget statement for May 2019 



18. Finance – To note the unconfirmed minutes of the Finance Committee (to follow) held 

on 6 June 2019 and approve the following recommendations: 

i. That the Council approve the revised Financial Regulations 

ii. To note that the Finance Committee have reviewed the Health & Safety and Risk 

Management Strategy and propose further review in March 2020 

iii. To note that the Finance Committee have reviewed the risk assessments for 

Finance, Homeworking, Reputation and Expertise and Safeguarding Information 

and propose further review in October 2020 

iv. That the Insurance Schedules for the Parish Council, WMPF and HCH are retained 

at the current level 

v. That the staff and Council subscriptions are retained at the current level 

19. Planning -  To note the unconfirmed minutes of the Planning Committee held on 28 

May 2019. 
20. Play and Open Spaces Advisory Committee (POSAC) – To note the unconfirmed 

minutes of the POSAC meeting held on 28 May 2019 (to follow) 

21. Correspondence 

22. Clerks report – (attached) 
23. Items for future meetings  
24. Date of next meeting - Council Meeting 11 July 2019 at 7.30pm 
25. Confidential item – Land Ownership issue (report to follow)  

As the publicity of items might be prejudicial to the public interest by reason of the 
confidential nature of the business to be transacted it is likely that the press and public 
will be excluded during consideration of these agenda items, under the Public Bodies 
(Admission to Meetings) Act 1960  
 

 

 

Supporting Reports 

Harting Parish Council 20th June 2019 

Agenda Item 7 - Co option of councillor to represent the Nyewood ward  

Following the recent parish council election the Nyewood was left with a vacancy. This 

vacancy can be filled by co-option.  

Notices have been displayed on noticeboards, the Council website and in the Parish 

Magazine. Initially three candidates put their names forward, but two have subsequently 

withdrawn. The copy of the resumé for the candidate has been circulated to all councillors 

in confidence.   

The councillors will be required to consider and vote on the co-option. An absolute majority 

vote from the councillors present at the meeting must be achieved.  

In accordance with Standing Orders, voting is by a show of hands unless two councillors 

request that it be by secret ballot.   

 The following recommendation is made: 



to consider the co-option and appointment of a new councillor to represent the Nyewood 

ward. 

 

Agenda Item 8 – Tree Working Group Report  

The Council does not normally receive such long reports. However, the majority of this 
report is about ash dieback: this is the biggest challenge the Council will have to deal with in 
the near future and is probably the biggest challenge the Council has had to deal with in its 
entire existence.  

At the Council’s April 2109 meeting (minute 284), it was agreed that the Tree Working 
Group (TWG) should  

• decide which consultant to employ to write a Woodland Management Plan (WMP) 
for the Warren with the proviso that the cost is less than £1500 + VAT, and  

• consider all implications of the deteriorating condition of the ash trees in the 
Warren, including to draw up a scheme to deal with the problem.  

The TWG comprises Andrew Shaxson, Trish Walker and Sheridan Bowman (former 
councillor)  

Woodland Management Plan (WMP) Consultant  
All three consultants quoted £1000 for writing a WMP. The TWG chose Petra Billings: she 
has a great deal of experience of writing WMPs and has worked with a number of woodland 
owners in the area. Her background as an ecologist makes her well placed to consider the 
flora of the Warren as a whole, rather than only the trees. In addition to writing the WMP, 
she will register the Warren with the Rural Land Registry (RLR) and liaise with Natural 
England on any work that needs to be done in the Council’s strip of SSSI land. Note that in 
the near future permanent demarcation the western boundary of the Warren is required for 
the RLR registration.  

The TWG had an extremely useful meeting with Mrs Billings on site on 13 June 2019 (see 
Felling licence below). She hopes to have a draft of her report ready for approval by the end 
of June or early July.  

Scheme to deal with ash dieback  
Ash dieback is caused by a fungus which is often simply referred to as Chalara. The spores 
are carried by the wind and in countries such as Denmark and Poland up to 95% of ash trees 
in woodlands have been lost to the disease. A similar loss is predicted for the UK in the next 
few years.  

A great deal of information has been gathered by the TWG. However, prior to 11 June, the 
best course of action for the Council to take was very unclear and all options were fraught 
with difficulties, the key uncertainty being which trees to fell. As a result of the unexpected 
outcome of the tree hazard survey, the way forward is clear if stark.  



In summary, the recommended felling strategy is:  

• to fell all ash trees in the Warren and also probably in South Gardens (see Tree 
hazard survey below)  

• to contract a tree harvesting company to undertake the work (see Felling)  

• to have the work done by the end of September if at all possible (see Timing)  

Tree hazard survey  
The Warren & South Gardens were last inspected in February 2018. The new ‘leaf on’ 
hazard survey was undertaken on 11 & 12 June 2019. On the first day the arboricultural 
consultant focussed on ash trees in the Warren, starting with those alongside the B2146. 
Having inspected the Warren, he contacted the Clerk to report verbally that dieback has 
advanced very rapidly since his last survey: some trees are now dead/nearly dead and all are 
showing signs of infection. He will therefore be recommending felling of all ash trees given 
that the Warren is effectively open access and is bounded to the east by the B2146.  

At the time the Clerk was informed of the outcome of the survey of the Warren, the trees in 
South Gardens had not been assessed, but it is obvious to the casual observer that most are 
quite badly affected.  

With such a hazard report in the offing, the Council has no alternative but to fell.  

Felling  
Traditional methods of felling involve either climbing the tree with sequential removal of 
limbs prior to felling the remaining trunk at the base, or, in suitable circumstances, felling 
the entire tree at the base. From previous experience large trees in the Warren had to be 
felled sequentially at a cost of £400-500 per tree.  

Ash trees suffering significant dieback are dangerous to fell in the traditional ways, not only 
are the limbs brittle and likely to fall, but the whole tree can fail unpredictably because of 
basal rot usually caused by honey fungus infecting weaken trees. Arborists are being advised 
by the Forestry Commission not to tackle badly affected trees.  

Having been alerted by our County Councillor, the TWG attended an impressive 
demonstration of ‘tree harvesting’ on the B2141 on 4 June 2019. If the machinery can get 
sufficiently close, trees with a diameter in excess of 80 cm in diameter can be felled without 
manual intervention, and larger trees can be significantly reduced in height making manual 
basal-felling possible. The typical felling time for a medium sized tree of 30-40 cm diameter 
is about one minute, hence moving from tree-to-tree and issues of access are bigger factors 
in the overall time involved. Nevertheless, the rapidity of felling helps to offset the necessity 
for large and expensive machinery.  

Given the poor condition of many of the ash trees in the Warren, use of harvesting 
equipment is the only felling option, however, for some trees access will undoubtedly be an 
issue.  

Tree harvesting companies  



There are a number of companies, or more accurately groups of companies, which harvest 
trees and can then use the timber to off-set the cost of the harvesting operation, for 
example, one of the major groups supplies a biomass facility in Kent.  

Although some felled ash in the Warren might have to remain in situ because of the 
difficulty of removal given the terrain, there will be a huge amount of timber to be disposed 
of. Stacking prior to removal is a factor to be considered, as is road-side loading and removal 
which might require planning permission.  

Note that with the rapid advance of ash dieback, many landowners have now decided to fell 
roadside trees, hence harvesting companies, which have skilled operatives as well as 
expensive harvesting equipment, are a limited resource. Given the ideal timescale for doing 
the tree works (see below), a ‘slot’ with the chosen company must be ensured as quickly as 
possible.  

The Clerk has contacted two companies. It is hoped that they will be able to visit the site in 
the near future to assess the terrain and provide quotes. One of these companies organised 
the harvesting demonstration. Its primary business is to supply the biomass facility in Kent, 
but it works with a number of felling companies, hence it can potentially be the conduit for 
more than one quote.  

Closure of the B2146 will be needed for some of the operation. This will be organised by the 
chosen contractor, but note that there is a significant lead time for closures.  

Felling licence 
The Council’s current felling licence allows for up to 30% thinning. This quota is very likely to 
be exceeded given the number of ash trees in the Warren; negotiating with the Forestry 
Commission for an additional licence was one of the TWG’s major concerns. However, at the 
TWG’s meeting with Petra Billings on 13 June, having been appraised of the outcome of the 
tree hazard survey and the public safety risks, as part of the WMP she will recommend to 
the Forestry Commission that a selective felling licence is issued. This will save the Clerk a 
great deal of effort and time; it will also avoid delay in dealing with dieback.  

With the backing of the WMP recommendation, issue of the new licence will hopefully be 
relatively straightforward, but the Forestry Commission officer for the area will undoubtedly 
inspect the Warren. How long the process will take is an unknown, but the first stage will be 
for Council approval of the draft WMP, with any necessary changes, prior to its submission 
to the Forestry Commission for agreement and consideration of the issue of the new felling 
licence.  

Neighbouring woodland owners  
Provided negotiations do not result in delays, there are advantages in working with two 
neighbouring woodland owners, one in sharing road closure costs and the other in keeping 
heavy equipment access to the Warren to a minimum. Both have been contacted.  
 
Timing  



To ensure the least damage in the Warren, ideally the work needs to be done by the end of 
September. The alternative in terms of ground conditions is late spring to early summer 
2020. However, given the rapidly declining health of the ash trees, a six-month delay would 
involve increased risk to users of both the Warren and the B2146.  

Achieving the end of September goal will be tight as many arrangements have to be 
coordinated without any hitches. One issue, not mentioned elsewhere, is that South 
Gardens and part of the Warren are in the Conservation Area, hence there will have to be 
notification of the intention to fell to the SDNPA, followed by inspection by the tree officer; 
the turnaround time is six weeks.  

If the Council agrees the recommended ash dieback strategy, it is possible, but not certain, 
that quotes could be considered at the Council’s July meeting; otherwise an extraordinary 
meeting will be needed in early August.  

Other work in the Warren  
Taking forward the recommendations in the Ancient Woodland Restoration (AWR) report 
has had to take a back seat given the ash dieback situation. However, it was as a result of 
the AWR survey that the TWG was put in touch with the SDNP Tree Officer, Bob Epsom. He 
has been extremely helpful in providing contacts and information which have given the 
TWG valuable leads in progressing to this point.  

The TWG met with Bob and the new SDNP ranger for the area on 12 June 2019 and walked 
through the Warren. Once the ash trees have been removed, the ranger hopes to be able 
bring a volunteer group and hopefully also work with volunteers from the community on 
coppicing hazel and other species.  

The meeting also highlighted that there is significant regeneration of tree species such as 
beech and field maple which can be nurtured and used for replanting after the ash have 
been removed: replanting will be a condition of the new felling licence.  

An equally positive outcome of fortuitously meeting Bob Epsom and Petra Billings on 
consecutive days is that the two are happy to collaborate to provide a practical action plan 
of future works in the Warren.  

The following recommendations are made:  

i. To note the report  

ii. To note the urgency for action on ash dieback on public safety grounds  

iii. To agree that the Tree Working Group (TWG) approves the Woodland Management Plan 
on behalf of the Council, subject to necessary changes  

iv. To agree to the following ash dieback strategy:  

a. felling of all ash trees in the Warren and to the felling of those in South Gardens as 
recommended in the forthcoming tree hazard report  



b. felling wherever possible using a tree harvesting company with the cost being 
offset by the sale of the timber  

c. the work being done by the end of September if at all possible  

d. working with two neighbouring woodland owners provided that negotiations do 
not adversely affect the Council’s timetable  

v. To agree to the TWG taking forward the strategy and bringing quotes to the Council for 
consideration at the earliest opportunity  

Agenda Item 9– Traffic Working Group Update 

Community Highways Scheme (20 limit) application  
Since the last update report the group has held meetings with Laurie Shaw, our traffic 
consultant and also with Chris Dye, area highway manager at WSCC (the latter meeting 
unfortunately delayed by illness). Laurie has drawn up proposals for the suggested 20 limit, 
but there are various problems in the detail. Central to the scheme is the planned crossing 
to South Gardens, which is hampered by land ownership issues and a significant difference 
in road levels. There are problems with visibility distances for road signs at the southern 
entry to the village, and further issues with the placing of signs on the Elsted road in order 
to comply with technical requirements. We were finally able to meet with Laurie and Chris 
Dye together on May 23rd. Chris stressed the importance of the criteria against which any 
CHS application is judged and raised a number of issues about our current proposals. 
Although the criteria are currently under review, changes are likely to be in emphasis rather 
than substance, and will be likely to give greater weight to issues of safety, particularly for 
pedestrians. He encouraged us to focus on footways and crossings and pointed out the 
importance of ensuring that any planned 20 limit would include measures to ensure its 
observance, especially in light of various reports on similar schemes. He queried the 
necessity for any limit to extend across the whole village, rather than focussing on the 
B2146. We were encouraged, however, to learn that despite the July deadline, traffic 
schemes could be put forward at other times of year, and it might be possible for them to 
be carried out in stages.  

The group met again to review the position and concluded that it would not be possible to 
hold the planned public meeting until we had clearer proposals to put forward. (At this 
meeting we were pleased to be joined by new member, Ed Hartridge, who lives on The 
Street.) We further agreed that we should work up the proposals relating to safety for 
pedestrians, in particular the South Gardens crossing and a possible crossing at The Square. 
We are expecting a reply from Laurie Shaw about further costs.  

30mph signs at the southern entry to South Harting  
As suggested by Mike Dare, we asked for a quote on costs from WSCC’s preferred 
contractor, Balfour Beatty. After some delay, we received the quote in the sum of £755 + 
VAT, rather than the £350-400 which had been informally suggested. Chris Dye suggested 
that we get more quotes, which we are proceeding to do.  
 
Speed Indicator Device  



We are proceeding to investigate the acquisition of a SID. It seems that there are no other 
parishes in the area who are likely to join us in this at the moment. Westcotec, the 
contractors used by WSCC, have given us details of the most popular SID which costs £2,800 
+VAT. We are looking at other providers.  
 
Noise issues  
Members of the group living in the centre are particularly concerned about noisy cars and 
bikes at weekends. One possibility is to take details of offending vehicles and report them to 
the police via Operation Crackdown, which could be publicised via the parish magazine.  
 
The following recommendation is made: 
to note the report  
 

Agenda Item 10 - Vision and Business Working Group (VBWG) 

The paper copied below was raised by Stephanie Gaterell for discussion by the Council. The 

Finance Committee, at its meeting on 6 June 2019, also noted a business plan should be 

produced to conform to the Terms of Reference.  

The task of pulling together all the various interests of the council and the community is vast 

and would be best served by the creation of a Working Group with a purpose of developing 

a possible vision and business plan for discussion by the Council.  

The following recommendation is made: 

that the Council agree that a Vision and Business Working Group  (VBWG) should be formed 

with a brief to develop a possible vision and business plan for the Council, and to bring 

proposals to the Parish Council. 



 



 



Agenda Item 11 - Office 365 licence   

When the Council originally signed up to the Office 365 in 2018 it purchased 11 annual 

licences for the councillors and a Business Essentials licence for use by the clerk.   

The licences were re-allocated to new councillors following the recent election. However, a 

former councillor is actively working on behalf of the Council as a member of the Tree 

Working Group (TWG) and needs access to all TWG documents produced over the last 2 

years.  
It is suggested that an extra licence be purchased to enable this work to continue.   

The following recommendation is made:  
To agree to the purchase of one extra Office 365 licence, at the cost of £72 per annum, to 

enable a non-councillor to have access to specific Working Group files. 

  

 

Agenda Item 13 & 14 – Annual Governance and Accounting Statements 

Each year authorities have to complete an Annual Governance and Accountability return 

prior to External Audit.  

This complete return entails (copies of the forms, completed as necessary as shown 
below):  
Annual Internal Audit report  
Section 1 – Annual Governance Statement – this is agreed by the full Council and is 
signed by the Chairman and the clerk, dated and the minute number added.  
Section 2 – Accounting Statements – this is again agreed by the full Council, following 
the completion of Section 1, and is signed by the Chairman and the RFO.  
Section 3 – External Auditor Report – this is completed by Moor Stephens following 
submission of the above forms along with a bank reconciliation and the notice of 
significant variations.  



 



 



 



  



The following recommendations are made: 

 

that the Council approves the Annual Governance Statement for 2018/19 

 

that the Council approves the Accounting Statements for 2018/19 

 

 
Agenda Item 16 – Footpath Lights 

The latest incident of vandalism has left the top two footpath lights in a serious state, 

and the electricity to the lights has been switched off for the foreseeable future. 

HABAC is considering a new lighting scheme for consideration by the Council.  The 

Council is asked to agree to funding professional advice to ensure the most suitable and 

resilient system is recommended.  

 

The following recommendation is made: 
That the Council agrees to pay up to the sum of £650 for professional advice in respect of new 

lighting solution for the footpath leading from the Street to the School. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


